Interpreter
MOHIT KAYCEE

DIT
BERENICE JARAMILLO

Production Assistant
JENNY LARSON

Production Sound Mixers
CARLOS VALDEZ BERRUETO
RODRIGO J. DE VEGA
BENAVIDES

Interpreters
MARIA DEL SOCORRO PEREZ
DANIEL CLINGAN

Indonesia Production Unit
Field Producers
RAMA ARDANA
CHRISTOPHER BUCHANAN

Director of Photography
MARTINA RADWAN

Assistant Camera
RESHA PERKASA

Production Sound Mixer
GILES KHAN

Interpreters
WIDYA HANDINI
FRANSISKA KHOE
RIKO SULAIMAN

Hawaii Production Unit
Field Producer
CHRISTOPHER BUCHANAN

Director of Photography
MARTINA RADWAN

Assistant Camera
GARETH SHEEHAN

Production Sound Mixers
TOM VISser
PRAHLAD STRICKLAND

Additional U.S. Production Unit
Field Producers
CHRISTOPHER BUCHANAN
SEAN LYNNESS

Additional Cinematography
JOSH SALZMAN

Assistant Camera
JONATHAN TAYLOR

Production Sound Mixers
THERESA RADKA
JOSHUA GLADU

Production Coordinator
ERICA CRABB

Production Assistant
MATTHEW COLE

Los Angeles Production Unit
Unit Production Manager
DIANE BECKER

Field Producers
CHRISTOPHER BUCHANAN
RAMA ARDANA
SEAN LYNNESS
ANAYANSI PRADO

Director of Photography
MARTINA RADWAN

Additional Cinematography
SHANA HAGAN
JERRY HENRY
ALISON KELLY
MIKE PARRY

Assistant Camera
ALEX CASON
DARYOUSH HOSSEINI
MATT ISGRO
JOEL JUAREZ

Production Sound Mixers
THERESA RADKA
BRENT CALKIN
GILES KHAN
CALEB MOSE

DIT
TYLER GURD
CIARAN VEJBY

Key Set PA
JOSHUA OGNER

Production Assistants
KYLE DARE
KATHY ESQUENAZI
TJ GROF
ROBERT SCHNEEWEIS
DEVON YOUNG
Post Production Sound Accountant
DANIELA PONTORIERO

Post Production Finance Manager
MIKE PETERS

Client Services
EVA PORTER

Scheduling
CARRIE PERRY

Skywalker Sound Executive Staff
General Manager
JOSH LOWDEN

Head of Production
JON NULL

Head of Engineering
STEVE MORRIS

---
FAME’S — Macedonian Symphonic Orchestra

Conductor
OLEG KONDRAIENKO

Sound Engineer
GIORGI HRISTOVSKI

Pro Tools Operator
ATANAS BABALESKI

Stage Managers
RISTE TRAIKOVSKI - ILIJA GRKOVS

Score Mixed by
NORA KROLL – ROSENBAUM

Assistant to the Composer and Music Preparation
KYLE LA PORTE

Orchestrator and Pianist
LAURA KARPMAN
---
Choir Contracted and Conducted by JASPER RANDALL

Choir
YONI FOGELMAN
JORDYN HOLT
MIRANDA HYMAN
JULIAN JENSEN
SAGE MCNEELY
GRACE SESSINGHAUS
COEN SOSA
ZOE ANN SPARKS
---
VAMOS A CANTARTE
Performed by YUSMATT
OPEN SOCIETY FOUNDATIONS
JUSTFILMS| FORD FOUNDATION
SCIENCE SANDBOX, AN INITIATIVE OF THE SIMONS FOUNDATION

THE KENDEDA FUND
DISCOVERY IMPACT FELLOWSHIP

SUNDANCE INSTITUTE DOCUMENTARY FILM CREATIVE PRODUCING FELLOWSHIP

THE KENDEDA FUND
DISCOVERY IMPACT FELLOWSHIP

SUNDANCE INSTITUTE DOCUMENTARY FILM CREATIVE PRODUCING FELLOWSHIP

---

Very Special Thanks
CAROLINE LIBRESCO

---

The Producers Wish to Thank
HOPPER-DEAN FAMILY FUND

MAYA AJMERA
NATALIA ALMADA
ANSHUL AMAR
KATE AMEND
JEN ARNOLD
JOSÉ ASUNCIÓN
JEANELLE AUGUSTIN
GREG BARKER
AMANDA BASKETT
JOHN BATTSEK
RYAN BEARDSLEY
CAROL & GERALD BECKER
MIRANDA BECKER
DENISE BELL
TONI BELL
BILL BENNING
KELLY BENNING
DANIELLE RENFREW BEHRENS
JASON BERMAN
JOHN & SHERI BERRY
JOSEPH BEYER
SRIRAM BHAT
PALOMA BILSON
HILARY BIRMINGHAM
PIA WILSON - BODY
SCOTT BOLEN
RYAN BORING
HENRY BORNSTEIN
SHONALI BOSE
ENRIQUE PEDRÁZA BOTERO
NEIL BRANDT
ALI BROWN
KARIA BROWN
LIZ BROWN
TOM, TJ, AND LUKE BRUNELLE
MIA BRUNO
BRENDAN BURCH
BRUNI BURRES
JUÁQUIN CAMBRON
JOHN CARDELLINO
KATHLENE COLLINS
LAURA COLUCCI
JENNIFER CRUZ
JACQUELINE DALGLEISH
ANDRE DES ROCHERS
STEPHANIE DEVAAN
RAMONA DIAZ
CLAIRE DIDIER
THE DININNO FAMILY
ARTHUR DIX
KATIE DOERING
LAUREN DOMINO
GAIL DUNDAS
BEN-ALEX DUPRIS
STEPHEN EGTS
BENNETT ELLIOTT
KERSTIN EMHOFF
MALINA FAGAN
JINNY FARRELL
TRISHA FAST
KRISTIN FEELEY
CHARLIE FEENEY
BEN FEINGOLD
VIOLET FENG
ANDREA NIX FINE & SEAN FINE
TIM FINO
HEIDI FLEISHER
MELISSA FONDAKOWSKI
DWIGHT FUJIMOTO
KEITH FULTON
LAURA GABBERT
ELISA GAMBITO
José ANTONIO HERNÁNDEZ
GARcía
CESAR GARCIA
MARK GARCIA
AMY HALPIN
ZHANG HAOYU
DANTE HARPER
RYAN HARRINGTON
LISA HASKO
KATE HAUG
ALANA HAUSER
TZEITEL HIRNI
JOHNY HO
JOHN HOFFMAN
ROZ HUDNELL
LISA ICENROAD
TABITHA JACKSON
AVIVA JACOBs
MARY JACOBS
ANDY JONES
LIZA JOHNSON
CAROLYNE JURRIAANS
ZHOU KAINING
GAYLE KANSAGOR
JUNE KEE
SENAIN KHESHGI
STEPHEN KIJAk
SIMON KILMURRY
JENNIFER KUWABARA
GRACE LEE
MEG LONGO
CODY LUCICH
JOHN MABRY
SCOTT MACAULAY
JEFF MALMBERG
NATASHA MARTELL
STEVE MATOUSEK
THE MAXWELL FAMILY
RYAN MCARDLE-JAIMES
JAMIE MCBRIETY
CARRIE MCCARTHY
ANDREA MEDITCH
JULIA MELTZER
| EUNICE AMISADAI PADILLA CASTILLO | CAIT GOLDBERG | MARTH TERESA MARTELL MENDEZ |
| DANIEL CHALFEN LEO CHIANG RAMON CHIBB GEORGE CHIGNELL MARIA CLEMENT SALVATORE & LORETTA NAIMO ROB NAPLES SHEEL NIMBALKAR GEORGE NIX CILE NIX LESLIE NORVILLE JOSHUA OPPENHEIMER JEFF ORLOWSKI RAMON OTERO SWASTHIK PADMA ANKU PANDE VASILEIOS PAPAPOSTOLOU HARDIK PATEL LYNN PELLETIER LOU PEPE RICK PEREZ FRANCES POLHEMUS STU POLLARD MANU PRAKASH FAN QIAOCHU WILLIAM QUACH KELLEN QUINN HEATHER RAE GOWRI RAMACHANDRAN DIANE RASHID JAMIE REDFORD JEFF REICHERT LISA REMINGTON KAREN REYNA LARISSA RHODES WALLACE RICKS KIM ROBERTS | PETER GOLDWYN MARTHA SILVIA LEAL GONZÁLEZ DIMPNA GISELA MORALES GONZALEZ BIANCA GRIMSHAW SUSANNE GUGGENBERGER SCARLETT ROBERTSON DENNIS ROBINSON JOSE LEON ESCORCIA ROBLEDO MARJAN SAFINIA LORADRIA SALDAÑA COLETTE SANDSTEDT CRAIG SKOTCH RYAN & MANNIX SMITH SHARON SNYDER MATT SORACI CARLOS SOSA AMANDA SPAIN RONI SPITZER MALDIKA SRIRAM AGUSTINA STEFANI DONNIE & QUINCY STEMPE JASON STERMAN NICOLE STOTT KIMI TAKESUE JAMES TAYLOR RAHDI TAYLOR MOLLY TELFER IVONNE OLIVARES TERAN | MARTH TERESA MARTELL MENDEZ CHAD MILLER SEAN MOOR HAJNAL MOLNAR-SZKACS JOSÉ DÍAZ MONTALVO NANCY MOULDING BARBARA MUFFLER FERNANDO BANDA MUÑOZ AMANDA TESSE & BABY ADRIAN HALEY THOMPSON JILL TIDMAN WANG TIE THALIA ALEJANDRA AYALA TORRES CAM-TU TRINH BETSY TSAI JOSH USO DAVE VAMOS THE VECCHIARELLI FAMILY CRISTINA VELASCO JOSE GREGORIO VILLARREAL SALLY VOLKMANN NANFU WANG WENXIAN WANG JONATHAN WHITE RHON WILLIAMS LAUMA WILLIS TAYLOR WILSON KAREN WITT SAMANTHA WRIGHT CINDY ZENG XIN MIRANDA YOUSEF FARIIHAH ZAMAN PATRICIA ZAMBRANO MARTIN MÚNIZ ZAMARRON TOMAS ZUCCARENO CATALYST CLASS OF 2016 |

The Producers Wish to Thank These Companies and Organizations

| INTEL | CONSEJO NACIONAL DE CIENCIA Y TECNOLOGÍA |
| ADORAMA RENTAL CO. | CUCINA ALESSA |
| ATA CARNET | CURRAN CAMERA |
| AUTONOMOUS UNIVERSITY OF NUEVO LEÓN | ESCOLA POLITECNICA DA UNIVERSIDADE DE SÃO PAULO |
| BIRNS & SAWYER BISHOP MUSEUM | FEIRA BRASILEIRA DE CIÊNCIAS E ENGENHARIA |
| CHICKEN & EGG PICTURES | HILO HIGH SCHOOL |
| | INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCES |